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 Wit and Wisdom New Cards and Allies In December, the Pathfinder Playtest expanded the scope of its board, introducing a new environment that allowed many types of character and deckbuilding. Now, those changes are ready for you to try out, with even more abilities and gameplay, and new Allies to support your cause. Trial By Fire Magic has a new threat in our new board: Fire. Its deadly
radiation can cause spontaneous combustions on people and objects, and it’s a recurring, ongoing danger in the Pathfinder Playtest. Be sure to include those newer materials and play cards from the Magic Playtest when running this adventure. Dark Queen Bee Dark Queen Bee has joined the party. Can you handle her?" —Bill Bodden, Fantasy Flight Games Dark Queen Bee continues her villainous

streak in the Pathfinder Playtest. Her spell-scarred face may come off as cold, but she’s taking over your world just as much as the villain on your favorite television show. In December, we introduced the Magic Playtest, which brought new cards and play environments to the Pathfinder Playtest. Now, we’re ready to return to the land of Krynn with a fully-functioning version of the board. Prepare for
the Return First, take a trip back to the Far Realm. The Magic Playtest brought a new board to the Pathfinder Playtest, introducing a new environment that allowed many types of character and deckbuilding. Now, those changes are ready for you to try out, with even more abilities and gameplay, and new Allies to support your cause. As the Magic Playtest concludes, we’re providing everything you

need to play, but it’s in a brand new game environment. Take advantage of the new board while you can—but don’t be surprised if many players come for the final adventure. Join in the Adventure The Magic Playtest brought with it a brand-new board and core rules, which will support many types of character and deckbuilding in the Pathfinder Playtest. The Magic Playtest also included some cards
that didn’t fit into the rules, but they’re ready for you to try. The Magic Playtest cards are ready for you to play, but we don’t have an update for the board yet. Check back soon! In December, the Pathfinder 82157476af
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